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With the development of the times and the progress of science and technology, a 
kind of knowledge innovation as the main characteristics of the new economy 
movement mode of production and way of life for mankind is more and more 
profound. Mankind has entered the knowledge economy era; knowledge in the 
process of value creation is playing an increasingly important role. As predominantly 
mental and intellectual labor complex labor ratio in the modern production process 
continuously improve, simple labor is given priority to with manual labor increasingly 
reduced, some scholars began to question of Marx's labor value theory. In the context 
of the era of knowledge economy, how do we look at Marx's labor theory of value 
from a new perspective? Some scholars believe that the labor value theory is already 
obsolete, we should use knowledge value theory in place of labor value theory; On the 
issue of knowledge value theory, Most of the scholars at home and abroad pay much 
attention to the treatment of Marx's theory of labor value, which is not only to insist 
on and inherit, but also to deepen and develop.  
Under the condition of knowledge economy, knowledge labor is a new form of 
labor value theory of knowledge is in labor value theory basis of the establishment, 
the people to recognize the value of goods the deep-seated development, labor value 
theory as a scientific theory should also with the development of practice and 
continue to develop and deepen. With the advent of the era of knowledge economy, 
Marx's labor value theory should also continue to expand its theoretical field of vision, 
and constantly enrich its theoretical connotation. We should not only adhere to the 
Marx doctrine theory, but also should creative to deepen and innovative development 
according to the changes of the times. 
Under the condition of knowledge economy, how to recognize the difference 
between knowledge labor and material labor? How to understand the role of 
knowledge labor in the process of value creation? How to clarify the relationship 
between the labor value theory and knowledge value theory, and what`s the 
enlightenment the relationship between the two to China's contemporary economic 
and social development? This is Marx's era did not answer, we need to stand in the 
position of Marxism, era of research by Marx's point of view and methods, so as to 
make a rational answer and scientific explanation. 
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